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Abstract: The paper describes the phenomenon of the occurrence of aerodynamic interference
between a helicopter and an object in its near vicinity. Such situations occur during rescue
missions as well as during police and military operations when the helicopter flies near such
objects as buildings and ships. The specific shape of the example object, a typical town courtyard,
is discussed below. The influence of the interference on the rotor and fuselage loading, air flow
and flying qualities was analyzed for these special cases of helicopter operations.

The results of the computations performed using the FLUENT software in terms of the
dynamic response to disturbances on the simulation model of a helicopter rotor have been
presented. The model used in these calculations made it possible to analyze flexible rotor blades.
The results of the experimental tests of interference between the helicopter model and different
shapes have been attached, as well.
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1. Introduction

The aerodynamic interference has been described in literature [1, 2] as
mutual interaction between of airframe separate parts outflows.

One of the most important issues in rotary-wing aircraft is the interference
between the main rotor and other parts of the airframe due to the influence of the
flow disturbances on the rotor loading and the distribution of induced velocities
that are not negligible.
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Figure 1. “Well”-shaped object

However, rotorcraft are also used widely in a close proximity to objects
with a rather complicated geometry, hence issues related to the aerodynamic
interference between the rotorcraft and those objects become widely observed
(Figure 1).

The main reason for such an intense influence of these phenomena on the
dynamic characteristics of rotorcraft is the following: a high intensity induced
stream is interacting not only with the fuselage and other parts of the helicopter
but with the surrounding objects as well. This interaction causes very high
asymmetric loading of the rotor. In some cases this interaction could also cause
vortex structures to appear which can be very similar to a vortex ring or
a horseshoe vortex. These can also change the rotor loading dramatically. Thus,
the interaction between the helicopter and its surroundings can be a source of
great danger to rotorcraft operating near the ground, in the vicinity of obstacles,
if rotor loading changes are so intense.

It is very hard to simulate those phenomena using simple methods such as
a vortex lattice. However, the clue of this research was to simplify the problem
and avoid full Navier – Stokes simulations. The solution was to replace full N-
S simulations with a partial RANS analysis, only to determine the influence.
A mathematical and physical description of the influence with a tool to simplify
research is the main goal of the following article.
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2. Models used to describe the phenomenon

of aerodynamic interference

2.1. Rotor blade loading model based on the Galerkin method

This method, widely used in the helicopter technology, is intended for an
approximate solution of equations describing the vibrating movement [3, 4]. The
method is based on the assumption of a model vibrations mode, introduction
of this mode to the equation and its bilateral integration to obtain the minimum
value of the resulting remainder. The solution of an equation for lateral vibrations
of a rotating beam (blade) having been applied, the equation for such a beam takes
the following form:
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dx2
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dx2

)
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−mλ2nΩ
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where

EJ – beam stiffness,
R – beam radius,
G – centrifugal force.

The deflection line (vibration modes) can be supposed as:

Sn(x)=A1Γ1(x)+A2Γ2(x)+ . ..+AiΓi(x). (2)

The mode supposed in this way has to meet some boundary and dynamic
conditions. It is achieved by inserting a mode of a unitary length to Equation (2).

If a functional is formed:

J =

1∫

0

ε2(Ai, x)dx (3)

it can be assumed that it has to achieve a minimum value, i.e.:
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which means production of n equations to determine coefficients Ai.
The main advantage of the Galerkin method is that it can be applied both

to linear and non-linear systems. The only requirement is that the supposed modes
to solve the Sn(x) function have to meet both geometric and dynamic boundary
conditions.

2.2. Model using Navier-Stokes equations solved using the
FLUENT software

Navier-Stokes flow equations are solved in the defined domain using a non-
structural tetrahedral mesh. These equations describing the real fluid behavior
are used to investigate flows with laminar – turbulent transitions and separa-
tions. Due to the non-linearity of those equations, a precise solution can be found
only for a small number of simple cases [5, 6].
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The differential Navier-Stokes equation can be written in the form as
below [7]:

∂
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, (5)

where

t – time,
A – cell surface,
V – cell volume,
ρ – density,

ϕ=1 – for continuity, u,w, v for momentum and h for energy equation, respec-
tively,

u, v, w – velocity components,
e – internal energy,
Γ – viscosity tensor.

The following parts of the equation are responsible for:

• unsteady flow description;
• convection, a flow caused by the buoyancy effect;
• diffusion of disturbances (this part is responsible for viscosity phenomena
modeling);
• generation which means taking into account external forces influencing the flow
(a pressure jump on a fan, for example).

2.3. Model of flow around the fuselage body based on the panel

method

The distribution of velocities on the surface of a body of any chosen shape
is determined with the assumption that the velocity vector component on a wall
of that body, normal to the surface, is equal to 0 [8, 9]. That boundary condition
can be presented in the following form:

(q+Q∞) ·n=0, (6)

where

q – velocity induced by not-known-yet ring vortices which are attributed to
each panel,

Q∞ – velocity of the non-disturbed flow,
n – versor normal to the surface.

Basing on relevant relations and transformations, the circulations Γj of ring
vortices connected with panels on the ellipsoid surface are determined. Thus, it
is possible to define the disturbance of velocities in the flowfield around the body
which is generated by the system of known ring vortices with circulations Γj .
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The induced velocities in the selected k points of the space surrounding the
vortex model of that body are:

vk =
N∑

j−1

vkjΓj , (7)

where vkj – vector of velocity induced in point k of the area by the ring vortex
attributed to panel j of elementary circulation.

2.4. Integral helicopter model

Using the above described methods an integral helicopter model was
created. It is shown in Figures 2 and 3 where all systems generating vortex fields,
i.e. wings, main and tail rotors are presented.

Figure 2. Computational helicopter model

Figure 3. Individual vortex generator model

The computational helicopter model was described by an equation allowing
the distribution of velocity in the flowfield around the helicopter to be analyzed:

vi=
S∑

1

∫∫∫

F

[

f1 (Γ(r, l))+f2

(
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(
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, (8)

Γ(r, l)= f (vi), (9)
where
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S – number of generators,
r÷R – range of appearance of the attributed vortex,
l – trace length taken into consideration,
Γ – circulation,
vi – induced velocity,

Γ=
S∑

1

∫∫∫

F

[

F1 (Γ(r, t))+F2

(
dΓ(r, l)
dr

dr

)

+F3

(
dΓ(r, l)
dt
dt

)]

. (10)

Using the advantages of the models discussed earlier the above equation presents
the essence of the interference solution and therefore it was used to obtain the
system loads – in an iterative way – in the most difficult cases [10].

2.5. Complex influence analysis method

All the methods used in a numerical analysis of the flowfield around
a helicopter have their pros and cons.

A panel method (Section 2.3) was used to build a vortex lattice replacing
the fuselage body. An integral model of a helicopter can be created including
the vortex surfaces in a discreet form, modeling all rotor blades and other lifting
surfaces (Section 3). The velocity at any point inside the analyzed space can be
obtained using this model and applying the Biot-Savart principle. The influence
of a surrounding object is, within this approach, allowed only as the influence
of flat surfaces (for example the ground effect) using a mirrored vortex lattice.
There is a method where such issues do not have to be considered. It is based
on the solution of Navier-Stokes equations (Section 2.2) whereby the influence of
an object with any shape can be taken into account. However, it is really time
consuming. A solution of the interference between rotors and other elements of
a helicopter is obtained using the rotor loading model (Section 2.1) coupled with
a rotor flowfield model. Using the integral vortex model (Section 2.4) a proper
solution of a blade vortex interaction (BVI) or a rotor-fuselage interaction can
be obtained as well, as it is possible with the interaction of a rotor with other
lifting surfaces. RANS were used (Section 2.2) only with objects which are hard
to simulate with a vortex lattice. An iterational solution of this case has been
described in [11].

3. Measuring stand

There are some particular situations, well known for helicopter operators,
when the aerodynamic interference can exert a significant influence on the loads
acting on helicopter elements. The examples are e.g. cases of interference between
the helicopter rotor and/or the ground or an object in the near vicinity, as well
as cases of interference between the helicopter rotor and the inflow air stream, if
the rotor activity produces a vortex ring.
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Test cases of interference between the helicopter and different objects are
shown in Figures 7a–d. The influence of wind was modeled by mounting a test-
stand in the wind tunnel. Two test stands were designed, one of which was used
with a low turbulence tunnel (Figure 5) to obtain the characteristics of the wind’s
influence on the interference. Figures 4 and 6 show the stands which were used to
analyze the considered phenomenon.

Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel (TMT) characteristics:

Type of wind tunnel – open circuit, closed test section. First test section
parameters: test section 0.5m×0.65m, rectangular with cut corners (0.125m×
0.125m), test section length −1.3m, speed – 1–85m/s. Second test section param-

Figure 4. Experimental investigation of the helicopter model in the TMT wind tunnel

Figure 5. Wind tunnel TMT
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Figure 6. Measuring stand for a helicopter model of a greater size surrounded
by a “well”-like object

Figure 7. Measurement stand – sketches of discussed cases with dimensions based on main
rotor diameter. Letters correspond to the case names

eters: test section size −1.75m×2.28m rectangular with cut corners (0.125m×
0.125m), test section length – 2.4m, speed up to 8m/s. Max Reynolds number,
per meter – 1.6 ·106. Number of grids – up to 5. Jet contraction −12.28. Engines
power: first for speeds up to 40m/s – 5.1kW, second for speeds greater then 40m/s
– 64kW [12].

4. Interference between the flow around the helicopter

and surrounding elements (buildings)

The following cases of helicopter operations with interference were analyzed:
(a) – hover near a wall, 2 diameters over a floor;
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(b) – hover with one main gear wheel standing on a roof;
(c) – hover over a well (5 different sub-cases described below);
(d) – takeoff from a place bounded by a wall.
The phenomenon of interference between the helicopter and the surrounding

elements appears with a visible intensity when the helicopter operates at a low
speed in the near vicinity of objects with specific geometrical shapes, such as
buildings or ship hulls.

4.1. Experimental analysis of phenomenon

The results of the experimental measurements performed for a helicopter
model flying in the vicinity of an object shaped as a “well” (as in Figure 1, for
example) are presented in Figures 8 and 9. Tensometric measurements of forces
and moments were performed on two different models. The rotor diameters were:
D=0.688m in case (a), D=1.79m in case (b). In every particular configuration
the drop of the rotor thrust and an increase in the power required for hovering was
estimated as ca. 20%. The following cases were considered, as shown in Figures 8
and 9:

C-1 isolated helicopter – h≫ 2D;
C-2 helicopter’s landing gear at the level of a “well” edge – h=0.8D;
C-3 rotor disc leveled with a “well” edge – h=0.5D;
C-4 landing gear by 2D above the edge of a “well”;
C-5 landing gear by 0.25D above the edge of a “well”.

Figure 8. Influence of the vicinity of a “well” on the rotor polar – magnitude of the rotor
thrust as a function of the shaft driving torque in a helicopter hover above a “well”.

The numbers correspond to the sub-cases respectively

4.2. Numerical analysis of phenomenon

Experimental investigations were performed in order to verify the results
obtained from the numerical analysis. Figures 10–14 present the results of the
computations of the flow around a PZL W-3 “Sokol” helicopter which were
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Figure 9. Effect of the vicinity of a “well” on the rotor polar – magnitude of the rotor thrust
as a function of the collective pitch in a helicopter hover above a “well”. The numbers

correspond to sub-cases respectively

performed using the FLUENT software and the real geometry of a fuselage. The
calculations were performed for a set of steady cases at different stages of the
approach to the “well”.

A nonstructural computational mesh of 2000000 tetrahedral elements was
used with a k-ε turbulence model. At the external boundary of the domain
a pressure farfield boundary condition was assumed with parameters of a standard
atmosphere at h=0m (static pressure p=101325Pa, air density ρ=1.225kg/m3).

A mesh was created using a specific mechanism of the size function which
allowed the mesh density to be controlled using pre-meshed surfaces as “sources”
and a gradient of the element size inside the domain volume as the density
function. The “source” mesh was created with a size of 0.1m, and the gradient
was set to 1.3 (so that the next layer would contain elements of a size smaller
than or equal to 0.13m).

The main and tail rotors used an actuator disc model [13] which replaced the
rotating blades with a pressure jump surface on which the influence of blades was
averaged. It made it possible to perform all the RANS computations in a steady
mode, sufficient to obtain the necessary influence, but radically decreasing the
computational effort.

5. Conclusions

All computational analyzes and experimental investigations which were per-
formed in order to study the mutual helicopter-building interaction indicate that
in the considered specific situations the phenomenon of aerodynamic interference
can seriously disturb the flow around the helicopter and change the loading of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Analysis of the interference between the flow around the helicopter and the
building shaped as a “well” (hover – landing gear at the height of “a well”). Computations
were performed using the FLUENT software [8, 13]. (a) streamlines, (b) velocity magnitude

in x=0 domain cut

some of its elements. Substantial changes in the value of the resulting loads can
make the helicopter difficult to control.

The proposed computational procedure which combines some aerodynamic
interference assessment methods can be an effective tool for solving practical
problems generated by this phenomenon. It is a universal model which can be
used in computations performed during investigations of other cases and situations
related to aircraft operations.

The particular case considered in this study has been hardly analyzed or
not at all analyzed, so far. Currently, bearing in mind the wide use of helicopters
for rescue operations, often in the near vicinity of buildings, their safety and
effectiveness of the performed operations require that the knowledge on the
phenomena of interferences accompanying them should be extended.
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Figure 11. Distribution of streamlines during a hovering flight in the vicinity of a specific
“well”-shaped building – Royal Castle in Warsaw

Figure 12. Distribution of streamlines during a hovering flight in the vicinity
of a “well”-shaped building – Royal Castle. View from a wider perspective
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Figure 13. The flow around the helicopter-building system in a low hover above the edge of
the building roof, leeward, with the wind blowing laterally. A situation often encountered
during rescue operations at high buildings. This figure shows clearly that a horseshoe vortex

caused by interaction with the roof surface appears. View from behind

Figure 14. Helicopter-building interference in the situation shown in Figure 13. Distribution
of streamlines (view from above)
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